The Junior League of Austin
Capital Campaign Fact Sheet
Building on our legacy of lasting impact, a vision for a better Austin is the driving force behind our
expansion into a new headquarters that will position us to do more of what we do best - impact the
Austin community by providing funding, volunteer power and the strength of women ready to serve and
qualified to lead. This ground-breaking is a transformational moment in our history, providing the
framework to seek out and discover new avenues for connecting to the Austin community.
The Property:
8501 Bluffstone Cove - a 10.2 acre tract of land in northwest Austin at the intersection of Loop 360 and
Spicewood Springs Road. This property is one of the last available parcels of developable land in the
central area, nestled in a lovely wooded area whose creek and bluff provide a stunning backdrop for
our new headquarters. The design of our new facilities has been thoughtfully driven by an inherent
Austin sensitivity to preserving and caring for our natural environment. Not only is Bluffstone centrally
located for our membership, it is easily accessible for the community by design.
The Headquarters:
In addition to meeting program, space, and parking requirements, we envision a new headquarters that
will serve as a community center, where non-profits in the Austin area will be supported in new ways
beyond our current capabilities.
While a bold and ambitious undertaking, the Breaking Ground...Building on a Legacy Campaign is a
thoughtfully planned blueprint for the creation of The Junior League of Austin Headquarters, The
Community Impact Center, ensuring increased and sustained community impact for decades to come.
Campaign Leadership: The Campaign Steering Committee:
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Amber Carden, Co-Chair
MariBen Ramsey, Co-Chair
Donna Stockton Hicks, Co-Chair
Pam Willeford, Co-Chair
Dinah Barksdale
Kelly Breeden
Terri Broussard Williams
Jenny Butterworth
Nancy Cummins Prideaux
Nancy Edsel
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Gary Farmer
Regan Gammon
Kathi Haralson
Morgen Hardin
Paula Herd
Mary Herman
Karen Kahan
Lisa Kennedy
Greg Kozmetsky
Rita Kreisle
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Lew Little
Holly Mace Massingill
Libby Malone
Cathy McHorse
Elizabeth Nash
Karey Oddo
Sharman Reed
Leslie Timmerman
Laura Wolf

With the same bold vision and forethought as our predecessors in 1983, we are committed to
the design of a space that meets and exceeds our needs well into future decades - one that
allows for growth in membership, innovation in programming, enhanced technology
applications - and that aggressively inspires greater collaborative relationships with other
nonprofits.
Professional Consulting Team:
Beck Group
 Matt Pickens, Project Manager
Square One Consultants
 Kevin Fleming, President and Owner
 Steven Bell, Vice President
STG Design
 Jim Susman, Principal
 Will Gresham – Project Architect
Fayruz Benyousef Consulting
 Fayruz Benyousef, CFRE – Founder and Principal



Julio Carrillo – Architectural
Designer

